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New stores filling up
mall
Northfield Square
mall is going to start filling
up and just in time for the
holidays.
An
upscale
clothing store that targets
“baby boomer” women - Christopher & Banks
— will open just before
Thanksgiving. It will be
joined by its sister store,
C J. Banks, which targets
the fashion-conscious who
wear size 14 and larger...
In addition to the new
clothing retailer, the mall
recently saw the addition of
the martial arts studio ATA
Black Belt Academy and
Karate for Kids; and a coffee
shop, Cafe Piera, is slated to
be opened in time for the
holidays, said Teri Choate,
Northfield
marketing
director. Choate also said
she hopes a gaming arcade
will open before Christmas.

Wife charged with
murder
Authorities
say
Victoria McCue used a
semi-automatic
handgun
to pepper her husband with
multiple gunshots to the
head, chest, abdomen and
groin.
But her first phone
call was not to 911 to seek
help for her injured spouse.
Instead she called her
reputed boyfriend first.
On
Wednesday
Bradley police arrested 47year-old Victoria McCue for
murder.
Your home
away from home

To subscribe call
(815) 937-3322.
Student & online-only
rates available

As math and science students look on, University President DrJo h n Bowling and Student Body President Andrew
Twibell accept a check for $300,000 from U.S. RepJe rry Weller (center) on behalf of the Olivet community. Weller
was on campus on Nov. 14 to award a grant for new equipment in Reed Hall of Science. Chris Gibson/Staff

W eller aw ards grant for Reed
ByTricia Miller____________
the labs.
That first request
U.S. Rep. Jerry Weller made no progress, so Alderson
was on campus on Monday, and the four department heads
in Reed - Reams, Dr.
Nov. 14, to award a long- based
•i'T.TS¡i '
Randy
Johnson of Biology, Dr.
awaited $300,000 federal
grant that will buy equipment Ivor Newsham of Engineering
for Reed Hall of Science. The and Dr. David Atkinson of Math
grant passed the House and - divided it in half and tried
Senate on Thursday, Nov. 10 again with separate requests
as part of an Energy and Water for building renovation and
new equipment. This time the
appropriations bill.
Dr. Max Reams, chair request for equipment made
of the Department of Physical headway.
The
resulting
Sciences, said it was “quite a
$300,000
grant
amounts
to 20
surprise that we were able to
percent of the original request
get funding.”
i The announcement of of $1.4 million, according to
the grant came at the climax Reams. He said that the four
of a two-year process. Jeremy department heads will meet
Alderson, Olivet’s principle this month to reprioritize and
grant writer, said that the decide which needs will be
process began with one large fulfilled.
Alderson said he
request for funding that would
assist in both the renovation of is working to find out what
the building and the additional the procedures will be to
equipment needed to update receive the funding, but he
Executive editor

believes it will be available for
distribution in the spring for
fiscal year 2006.
All this varies slightly
from each department’s usual
purchasing routine, according
to Dr. Gregg Chenoweth, dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences. Normally the four
department heads in Reed
present requests annually.
Requests that would benefit
multiple departments are more
likely to be approved. The
dean said that in addition to
updating older equipment in
the building, the departments
will have the option of buying
completely new materials.
Chenoweth added that
the grant will bring momentum
to improvements begun in Reed
out of the routine department
budget this summer, when
five labs were renovated and
an advanced microscope was
bought from a chemist lab in

Chicago.
The grant will also be
a part of fulfilling University
President Dr. John Bowling’s
Centennial Campaign, which
kicked off last summer. The
campaign has five goals, one
of which is renovating Reed.
The other four are the new
chapel, student scholarships,
faculty endowments and the
ONU Center for Student
Enrichment, which will be
“one-stop
shopping”
for
students’ non-academic needs,
according to Chenoweth.
According to Susan Wolff,
Bowling’s executive assistant,
the new chapel will break
ground in the spring of 2007.
Reams emphasized
that the departments in Reed
continue to apply for more
grants and funding. Alderson
agreed, echoing that the
building needs a “facelift.”
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Indiana tornado hits home
Olivet students from southwestern Indiana see “leveled, ” “untouched” homes side by side
By Katie Nichols
News writer
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The Glim m erG lass is the
official newspaper o f the
Associated Students o f
Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity and a member of the
Illinois College Press As
sociation. The opinions
expressed in the Glimmer
Glass are those o f each
writer and are not neces
sarily held by the Asso
ciated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students o f Olivet Naza
rene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass en
courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters must be signed and
sent to G lim m erG lass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGlass
office at camjpus exten
sion 5315.

A tornado that ripped
through southwestern Indiana
Sunday, Nov. 6 had an impact
even six hours away at Olivet.
The tornado, which killed
22 people and injured more
than 200, struck in an area
that many Olivet students call
home. Beginning in Henderson
County in Kentucky, the
twister tore through Evansville,
Ind., and the surrounding
communities in Vanderburgh
and Warrick Counties. Nearly
600 houses were destroyed or
suffered major damage.
Sophomore
Kedric
Jones’ house in Boonville, Ind.
was a half mile away from
the cyclone’s path. Although
his house didn’t suffer any
damage, many of his neighbors
were affected.
“Four of my friends
lost their houses,” Jones said.
“One of the couples is newly
married and had just bought
their house. I live in the
country and about a mile down
my street there were houses
destroyed, and a girl from
my high school died in the
storm.”
The area where the
storm hit the hardest was the
Eastbrook Mobile Home Park
in Evansville. Almost onethird of the 350 homes were
destroyed and 125 more were
badly damaged. The storm
took 18 lives in the mobile
home park, and four more
were killed in the neighboring
county.
Junior Emily Minnis
lives in Princeton, Ind., which
is about 20 miles from the
disaster area.
“I must say it was
rather surreal to turn on the
television Sunday and see
images of all these places that
were familiar to me, except
they are now in ruins,” Minnis
said.
The tornado’s path
was 41 miles long and about
a quarter-mile wide, doing
damage along the path for 20
miles. According to CNN,
experts said the twister was
unusually intense and fast. It
stayed on the ground for about
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lizabethtown
A Nov. 6 tornado ripped through northern Kentucky and southwestern Indiana, a
region a number of Olivet students call home.
35 minutes and was flying at
“It was weird because
speeds of 70 to 75 mph. The you’d see houses just leveled
National Weather Service and then across the street or
classified the tornado as an F3 down the road one would be
on the Fujita scale, meaning it untouched,” Henzman said. “In
had winds up to 200 mph.
the fields you’d see nothing but
“The damage is very, debris and power lines were
very extensive,” said Chad down on our roads. It affected
Bennett, an assistant fire chief everyone, but everyone is
in Newburgh,
trying to go
in
Warrick "About a mile
on with life
County.
as
normal
down my street
The
as they can.
N a t i o n a l there were houses
Some people
W e a t h e r destroyed, and a
don’t
have
Service
that
luxury,
had
issued girl from my high
though.”
warnings in school died in the
W h i l e
the area about
Henzman
30 minutes storm ."
visited
her
before
the
d ef a ce d
storm hit, but »KEDRIC JONES
hometown she
because it was
heard about
the middle of
people waking
the night many people were up to the sound of their walls
asleep and not aware of the falling in around them and
danger.
of a lady who stayed in bed,
Junior
Angela was picked up by the tornado,
Henzman’s family slept right landed on the ground and was
through the storm, which unharmed.
passed by a few miles from
“There were just a lot
their house. She was able to of miracle stories,” she said.
visit her home in Boonville,
Residents, of the
Ind. the day after the twister mobile home community were
hit.
allowed back into their homes

0
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last week during specific
hours. They were escorted by
law enforcement, transported
to the park by bus and allowed
to stay one to two hours. They
were only allowed to retrieve
the belongings that they could
carry out.
Dale Naylor, assistant
chief for the Knight Township
Fire Department told CNN
that cleanup would take “more
than weeks.”
“It’s going to be a
hand-cleaning effort,” he said.
“It’s going to take months!
maybe a year.”
Although the work
is extensive, many people
are reaching out and helping.
The
Indiana
National
Guard, Indiana Department
of Transportation, Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency, Red Cross and many
more agencies were all on the
scene, in addition to the people
of Newburgh, Evansville,
Boonville and the surrounding
areas.
“My dad took off
work to help out,” Jones said.
“There were so many people
in the community helping out.
The day after the storm was
sunny and my family went and
helped out right away.”
Community churches
provided food and shelter
and also places to centralize
help. Crossroads Community
Church of Newburgh became a
“command central” for rescue,
recovery, cleanup, assistance
and law enforcement in
the area, according to the
Evansville Courier and Press.
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Single and looking? Not if the price is right
Senior Class sponsors an n u al D ate A uction Nov. 1 8
By Katie Nichols
Variety writer.
Andrea
Bowne

Freshmen

Phil
Colling

Sophomores

Chase
Means

Packed together like
sardines, more than 200 people
will squeeze their way through
the crowds into the Red Room
just to get a glimpse of the
most eligible bachelors and
bachelorettes on campus.
Friday, Nov. 18 at 10
p.m. in the Red Room marks
the annual Date Auction,
hosted by the Senior Class
Council. Four men and four
women will be auctioned off
to the highest bidder, while
another eight students will be
available in the ASC office for
speed dating throughout the
night.
According to Senior
Class
President
Johnny
Wakefield, the auction is
a highly attended event on
campus and with the addition of
speed dating, it will hopefully
draw even more participation.
Members
of
the
audience will have a chance to
pay $5 and spend a minute with
each contestant, attempting to
impress and get the attention
of their desired date. The

Grad school
By Hannah Witt
Variety writer something but never had the
chance to complete it. We try
Although their classes to offer them a completion
are taken off campus and most of their degree in an adultof the students are in their 30s, friendly way,” Maxson said.
The school consists of
the Olivet School of Graduate
more
than
2,200 students who
and Continuing Studies strives
for the same purpose as the are working toward either their
four schools of undergraduate bachelor’s or master’s degrees
programs: “Education with a in their fields of study.
Classes are mainly
Christian purpose.”
“We may not have the offered at night, making it
same address as the traditional conducive to the lifestyle of
Olivet campus but we do strive the adult learner. They are in
to teach our students in the an accelerated format, lasting
same way and with the same from three to eight weeks.
purpose. The Olivet mission The program is offered in
is at the heart of what we do,” many locations ranging from
Dr. Carol Maxson, dean of Chicago to Urbana. Classes
accommodate
the
the School of Graduate and often
location where students work.
Continuing Studies, said.
“We basically take
The
School
of
Graduate and Continuing as much as we can to them.
Studies has been in the Olivet We have professors go to the
community for more than hospital and hold a class there
40 years. Its main focus is to in that specific environment,”
provide not only a master’s Maxson said. “All of our
program but also a degree students that come in have
completion program for those multiple roles. Many of them
who did not have a chance to have families and jobs, and we
finish, or possibly even start, work with them in a way that
makes it do-able.”
college.
The
Continuing
“Our program is
mainly for the adult learner. Studies branch consists mainly
Many of our students started ofBusiness and Nursing majors

contestants will then choose
the bidder that made the best
impression on them.
“It’s a way to get more
people involved,” Wakefield

"Freshman nor
mally go for a lot
lower, while the
seniors can go for
about up to $200.
Usually girls go for
the most money."
»JOHNNY WAKEFIELD
SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT

said. “It’s a chance for people
who are less .willing to put
themselves on the line. It gives
shy bachelors and bachelorettes
an opportunity to still meet the
people they want to date.”
The traditional auction
includes a guy and a girl from
each class, and the audience
bids for the person they want
to take on a date.
“People
in
the

past have gone for $170,”
Wakefield said. “Freshmen
normally go for a lot lower,
while the seniors can go for
about up to $200. Usually
girls go for the most money.”
This year’s auction
contestants include freshmen
Andrea Bowne and Phil
Colling, sophomores Liz
Perry and Chase Means,
juniors Karlynn Hoisington
and Ashton Eadie and seniors
Kali Smith and Scott “Stix”
Ayers. Freshmen Whitney
Allison and Andrew Ollis,
sophomores Katie Brashaw
and Alex Butler, juniors
Emily Davis and Marcus
Winn and seniors Laura
Ooten and Andrew Twibell
will participate in the speed
dating.
The winners are
provided with date packages,
including gift cards to dinner
and an activity, like a movie,
bowling or campus event.
Money raised from the auction
goes to the senior class and
finances their class gift, senior
week and other expenses they
might have.

Karlynn
Hoising
ton

Juniors

Ashton
Eadie

Kali
Smith

Seniors

Scott
Ayers

sam e Christian purpose
The average completion time
is two years.
According to Maxson,
majors are chosen for the
school based on what the
market demand is. If there is
a high demand for a certain
degree they make an effort to
offer it.
The Graduate Studies
branch of the program
has a broader range of
programs
offered.
These
include Business, Education,
Teaching, Education at the
Distance Level, Professional
Counseling, Nursing, Religion
and Ministries.
A student completing
the courses required in these
programs will graduate with a
master’s degree. TThe average
length of the master’s program
is two to three years.
In
both
the
Graduate
Studies
and
Continuing Studies branches,
collaborative learning teams
are a requirement. In these
teams, three to five students
work together and bring their
experiences to the table to help
the other students learn.
“In the real world
you are out there working in

teams collaboratively and we
try to model what we see in
the real world so our students
will be prepared. Adults bring
so much experience to the
table with them we believe

it is important for them to
share it with the other students
and learn from one another,”
Maxson said.
See GRAD/ADULT STUDIES»
PAGE 4
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Thanksgiving traditions abound GRAD/
By Abbie M antor
Variety writer
Dressedinbrownpaper
bag suits and stiff construction
paper top hats, youngsters
sing to a small audience mostly doting parents behind
high-tech video cameras.
Suddenly, drums begin to beat
and another group of tikes
enters stage left - bright paper
feathers around their head,
while macaroni beads dangle
around their small necks.
The scene is the
same across the country.
Elementary students practice
and proudly present “The First
Thanksgiving.” We can all tell
the story about the pilgrims
joining the Native Americans
for a feast that autumn in 1621,
and how our modem traditions
come from that festive day, but
is that really how it goes?
Each Olivet student
celebrates
Thanksgiving
differently, but there are many
traditions we hold as a country,
passed down generation to
generation, many just as
folklore.
Thanksgiving
for
Allyene Lacey, a junior from
South Holland, Ind., means
eating turkey and drawing
names for the family Christmas
exchange.
“I’m going to change
Thanksgiving when I have my
own,” she said with a smile.
Thanksgiving is too much
work and chaos for her liking.

Michaela Lieb, ' a
junior from Wonder Lake,
didn’t believe her family even
had traditions.
“Oh, I guess we used to
do a brunch so all the families
could be together,” she said.
So where do our
traditions come from? Did the
pilgrims really celebrate the
first Thanksgiving?

in the Civil war, the first parade
likely featured Union soldiers
in lull dress.
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade Time Line, according
to macys.com
•1924 - First-ever
parade was so successful they
made it an annual event
•1928 - Helium-filled

Many parts of the traditional beliefs didn’t likely occur:
Turkey: Although plentiful in the New England area, these birds
were tough and hard to catch. Duck, geese, and deer were most
likely the meat of choice.
Cranberries: Since the fruit was found in bogs and difficult to
harvest, the pilgrims probably didn’t bother.
Repetition: The feasts of 1578 and 1621 were never repeated
regularly. Annual Thanksgiving feasts began in 1789 with
proclamation from President Washington. They ceased in the early
1800s for 45'years until 1863 until President Lincoln reinstated the
holiday.

Yes and no. According
to
thanksgiving-traditions,
com and thanksgiving.org, the
pilgrims did likely have an
outdoor feast following their
first harvest. It is likely Native
Americans were a part of that
meal, but what about the turkey,
stuffing and cranberries?

Parades and Santa Claus
The
first
parade
probably occurred in 1863
with
President Abraham
Lincoln’s declaration of the
holiday. Being a pivotal time

balloons were released with
return addresses which could
be returned for prizes.
•1934 - First Mickey
Mouse balloon introduced.
Santa joined the parade
•1942-1944 - Parade
was suspended for the war
effort
• 1945 - First televised
parade,
2 million live
spectators
•1969 - First parade
floats debut

Shopping
Every year brings a
new craze - from Cabbage
Patch Kids and Beanie Babies
to Furbies. Each Friday after
Thanksgiving becomes a
shopper’s paradise and a
claustrophobic’s nightmare.
No true start to
the shopping madness can
be traced, but some blame
Franklin Roosevelt for the
chaos. In 1939 he moved
Thanksgiving Day from the
last Thursday in November to
one week earlier. His reason?
Retail stores wanted one more
week of shopping before
Christmas.
In 1941, Roosevelt
admitted his flaw and moved
the holiday to the fourth
Thursday in November, where
it has remained, according to
encarta.com

ADULT
STUDIES

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Although professors
are present in every class,
they often leave the classroom
having learned more from the
students then they actually
taught.
“Our students are
very eager to learn. A student
at a normal university would
be excited if class let out
early; however, if one of my
professors lets the class out
early I will hear about it,”
Maxson said.
Admission into the
School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies is similar
to traditional undergraduate
admission. An application
must be filled out, transcripts
Football
Traditionally,
the sent and a specific grade
“big” game was between the point average obtained. Work
Detroit Lions and Green Bay experience is required for some
Packers, but in 1966 the Dallas programs. To qualify for the
Cowboys began hosting a master’s program a bachelor’s
game featuring the six-legged degree must be previously
turkey feast for the winning obtained.
“The adult students
team.
So regardless of how are passing their legacy down
you choose to share your to the next generation and
gratitude this November, you we believe our program is a
are part of a great American tremendous opportunity to
tradition. The greatest part of fulfill the Olivet mission,”
Thanksgiving in America is Maxson said.
remembering the blessings we
have been given.
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Interested in performing in Common Grounds?
For more information, contact Kris Nokes at extension
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Pushmode packs out coffee house
Wide range o f student performers takes the stage in Common Grounds throughout the semester
By Jonathan Swigart
A&E writer

those ten songs until we think
“We want to have show is almost as special to T-shirts in order to make the
they’re the best sounding songs songs that people can have a Gardner and Sanders as the albums free to all.
Music has been a ma
Throughout the year, we’ve ever heard and that’s good time to and want to have show itself. The two like to
when
they’ll
be
released.”
songs that people can emo hang out with members of the jor part of Gardner’s life, since
Olivet students can be found
Gardner said that he is 99 tionally connect with,” said crowd following their shows, he has been in several bands
sipping their favorite coffee
discussing everything from before the formation of Push
beverage while working on percent sure that the album will Gardner.
be
done
when
everyone
returns
mode.
homework or enjoying a spe
The two rap artists music to God.
Their love for their
With close to 200
cialty smoothie in the company for the second semester.
also try to use their roles as
people
coming
to see previous
of friends. However, with the
shows, he feels that the sizes
start of the 2005 spring semes
of the audiences have left him
ter, the Common Grounds cof
awe.
fee shop offered another reason
“I’ve never felt more
for students to come and spend
blessed because I’ve wanted to
a Wednesday or a Friday night
make music my entire life, and
within its confines: music.
this is the first music group
With eight perfor
I’ve been in that people have
mances last year, including the
responded positively to,” he
talents of Bradley Hathaway
said.
and John Booko, as well as
From their first show,
a few shows already this se
to now, the difference that
mester with more on the way,
time and experience have
the coffee shop performances
given them is huge, saying
have caught the attention of
that they’re more comfortable
students.
now to “go crazy” and make
“I think it’s amaz
mistakes than they were in the
ing,” said Joel Carl, a selfpast.
proclaimed music enthusiast.
However, the duo tries
“There is so much untapped
not to focus so much on the
talent on campus and the cof
future, but more on the here
fee shop series presents find,
and now. According to Sand
arranged, for those who get
ers, “we like to do What we can
there first a chance for some of
while we’re here.”
that talent to be made public.”
Students can expect
Most of the perfor Chris Sanders (left) and Blake Gardner, also known as Pushmode, showed off their rap
more
Pushmode
in the future,
mances have the artist for that skills in a Common Grounds concert on Wednesday, Nov. 9. Chris Gibson/Staff
with a show likely for the new
particular night set up in a cor
release date of their next album
ner of the shop, with a make
Gardner feels that this Christian rappers to influence audiences and passion for
and the possibility of a show
shift boundary of chairs and
new album is much less of a those who may have a miscon spreading their lyrical testimo
later on in the spring semester.
couches. Behind this boundary
question mark, having spent ception of Christianity as be nies has prompted Pushmode
Students can ex
are the more chairs for the au
a year-writing it, compared to ing “boring.”
to take a new approach to dis
pect more student Common
dience. Depending on the art
the two months spent on the
As Sanders said, “I feel tributing their next CD. For
Grounds performances, as
ist performing, seats usually
first CD.
like we’re trying to convey that the first time ever, according
well as the possibility of more
fill up rather quickly, leaving
Nearing a year and a it’s cool to be a Christian.”
to Gardner, they will be sell
well-known artists later in the
standing room only.
half of writing together, Gard
The most recent show, ing merchandise such as but year.
This year, students
ner and Pushmode’s other half, performed on Nov. 9, was tons, stickers and perhaps even
have enjoyed the music of Joe
Chris Sanders, have been rap Pushmode’s fourth perfor
Mullikin and can look for
ping together since meeting mance in Common Grounds.
ward to Thea Hansen later this
through a freestyle rap battle
However, Sanders and
month.
about two years ago.
Gardner are no strangers to the
The second week of
According to Gardner, stage. The pair have performed
November brought what was
the name “Pushmode” really around 25 shows total, with
anticipated to be a CD release
didn’t really have a meaning the majority of them being
party for the rap duo Push
when the paair first selected out-of-state shows, including
mode.
it, though he and Sanders in Florida and Ohio.
The show, however,
have since put meaning to the
Having played so
ended up highlighting some
unique name.
many different places, the two
songs from the new album in
One meaning is the concede that they are partial
stead, due to the release of the
idea of “pushing - forward” to performing in certain set
CD being pushed back to after
as opposed to looking to the tings. For them, one of the
Christmas break.
past. .
more memorable shows was
“The first CD, we set a
Gardner and Sand in someone’s living room
deadline for ourselves, and we
ers mentioned that they want with live instruments in place
tried really, really hard to meet
their music to show people the of a pre-recorded beat. They
lm
fwYTwn iinyw n iç tt ten b
that,” said Blake Gardner, one
strength of God through songs said that being able to play off
of the Pushmode members.
that have to do with their strug the energy of the audience is
»C B o u r b o n n a is J t
Then what happened was
gles and times in their lives.
something that helps them en
that first CD didn’t sound very
ALL VDOm LAI SUAKS, SUAK 8U W
They also have darker joy shows that much more.
professional,” Gardner said.
m $ m a , mm m. ë
songs that they feel represent
“I would much rather
“And so this next CD we de
the murkier parts of life, main play in the coffee shop than in
Kiimm
cided there wasn’t going to be
ly because the feel it is impor Kresge or Wisner. It’s so much
any set deadline and we were
tant to acknowledge both the more fun to be in front of the
A r m o u r K o . n l & K n u t« » 5 0
going to pick our ten favorite
CH tS ) 9 3 6 - 0 1 2 0
good and not so good aspects people,” said Gardner.
songs and keep working on
of one’s life.
The conclusion of a

A&E
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Bluegrass brings Gospel alive in play
By Nick Forneris
A&E writer
Olivet’s fall play,
Cotton Patch Gospel, will be
performed Thursday, Nov. 17.
through Saturday, Nov. 19 in
Kresge Auditorium at 7 p.m
each evening.
The 10 actors and four
band members cast in this mu
sical, which is set in the rural
South, will retell the story of
Jesus Christ through acting,
song and bluegrass music.
Cotton Patch Gospel
is based on the book The Cot
ton Patch Version o f Matthew
and John by Clarence Jordan,
which he wrote to communi
cate the message of Christ to
the poor, itinerant sharecrop
pers in Georgia during the
1960s.
According to actress
Megan Reed, the musical is a
highly unique rendition of the
Gospel in that everyone is a
storyteller, and each time an
actor or actress speaks he or
she is either narrating or tak
ing on a character.
The musical allows the
actors and actresses to perform
many different parts with the
exception of freshman Steve
Cargile, who plays the main
role of Jesus.
“As an actor, you are

supposed to empathize with
your character’s every feel
ing and mood,” Cargile said.
“I can admit this has been a
•great struggle for me, because
it’s tough to imagine the things
that went through Jesus’ mind
and how he must have handled
them psychologically. I do hope
I wasn’t too far off.”
Besides showcasing the
acting skills of Olivet students,
this production is also char
acterized by a genre of music
which one often does not asso
ciate with the Gospel message:
bluegrass.
Although many of the
musicians- are well-versed in
their instruments, others have
taken on a new instrument for
the first time, including the mu
sical director Jacob Chastain,
who will play the bass, and
Audrey Richardson, who has
learned the mandolin.
“I am nervous because
I learned how to play mandolin
for the show and I am just a be
ginner,” said Richardson, “but I
am mostly excited because we
have worked really hard and
I know that it is going to be
amazing.”
“I think it will be a
surprise musically,” said actor
Kenneth Delaney, who plays
Jesus’ father and Andy, one of

Members of the cast of "Cotton Patch Gospel" rehearse on Nov. 14. The bluegrass
musical will take place Nov. 17-19 at 7 p.m. in Kresge. Chris Gibson/Staff
about working together and
the disciples.
“After just reading producing a unique interpreta
the songs in the script and tion of the gospel.
“There are no egos in
then actually hearing them, it
this
group,
and they don’t look
is such a remarkable sound,”
he said. “I’m not really a to impress the audience as
country/bluegrass fan, but much as touch the audience,”
. actress Hahnah Jackson said.
this sure is good stuff.”
“Consequently, ^ they
The countless. re
hearsals leading up to the fin bring genuine warmth to the
ished product have allowed stage rather than a superficial
the cast to grow together, and polish.”
“Every good thing
as a result, they are enthused

takes a lot of hard work and
although not every practice
has been all fun, the experi
ence has been wonderful and
worthwhile,” said Reed.”
“Expect a hee-hawin’,
knee-slappin’,toe-tappin’ hoedown,” said Cargile. “Don’t be
afraid to clap, yell and sing
along!”
Tickets are on sale for
$7.50 for adults and $5.00 for
students and senior citizens.

WRL/MRL co-sponsor ice skating night
Councils come together to sponsor first-ever ice skating event, them ed “Thrift-Store Prom N ight
By Hannah Witt
store prom was dreamed up at
the WRL/MRL annual picnic.
“At the picnic we
Usually
operating
broke
off
into little brainstorm
separately, Women’s Residen
tial Life (WRL) and Men’s ing groups to come up with an
Residential Life (MRL) are event and this was the best one
coming together to co-host a we came up with,” said Rachel
‘Thrift-Store Prom Night”- Green, a WRL council member.
Students are encouraged
themed evening of ice skating
to
visit
a
thrift store and pick out
at the Oak Orthopedic Sports
a crazy outfit before coming to
Arena on Saturday, Nov. 19.
Admission for non the party. The outfit does not
skaters is free, and $5 or $2.50 necessarily have to be a prom
with a student discount card outfit, but students are encour
aged to come up with creative,
for all others.
The idea for the thrift fun outfits.
A&E writer

Joe’s Automotive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?
See Larry Nottke
Certified

Electrical Specialist

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakee

“Who hasn’t always
secretly wished they could
raid a thrift store for the per
fect outfit?” said Molly Tay
lor, WRL President.
Although the prom
theme may sound more
geared toward females, Joe
Lee, MRL President, is con
fident that guys will have an
equally good time.
“Guys like dressing
crazy,” Lee said. “If you have
been to the football games
or basketball games you
will know what I am talking
about.”
In addition to a crazy
outfit, the event planners hope
students will ask someone to
come with them. Though it’s
not a requirement, students
are encouraged to take a date
to the event.
“It should be a blast!
Just a fim time to get away
from campus for a fun, cheap
time of ice skating. What a
great outing, or date idea!”
said Taylor.
WRL and MRL nor

mally host different events;
however, they also believe it is
important to host a few events
a year together.

"Who hasn't always
secretly
wished
they could raid a
thrift store for the
perfect outfit?
» MOLLY TAYLOR
WRL PRESIDENT

“Most of our events
are separate, but those have
more of a spiritual growth em
phasis,” Taylor said. “This is
just a great time of fun and fel
lowship, and we want anyone
to enjoy this social event.”
The entire school is
invited to the event and a big
turn-out is expected.
“I think this is one of
the best ideas we have come
up with for an activity for the
whole student body since I’ve
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been here. I think a lot of peo
ple will come out and enjoy
it,” said Green.
The Oak Orthopedic
Sports Arena is a brand new
facility, so Taylor and Lee
thought it would be a great
idea to try it out.
“We wanted
to do something different, and
we were all excited that we
could ice skate somewhere
closer than Chicago,” Taylor
said. “Ice skating is such a fun
winter outing.” '
“It is going to be a
great time,” said Green.
The Oak Orthopedic
Sports Arena is located on the
outer edge o f Kankakee Com
munity College (KCC). To get
there, go south on Main Street1
Kennedy Drive and turn left
onto Court St.. Then turn left
onto Schuyler Ave., followed
by a left onto River Road
where there is the KCC sign.
Continue on River Road to the
other side o f KCC.

SPIRITUAL LIFE

Heaven and earth will pass away, but
my words will never pass away.
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Mark 13:31

Students lead weekly worship 'Party*
Olivet’s Party with Jesus still thrives after seven years o f praise and worship
By Rebecca Hughes
Spiritual Life writer
Every Monday night
the Warming House fills up
with students singing and
praising along with the band
for a “party with Jesus.” The
“party” mainly consists of
singing, but nights may also
include small prayer groups,
individual prayer, speakers,
communion and anything else
the leaders of this ministry
feel God has instructed them
to do.
Party with Jesus
began about seven years ago
with a group of students that
routinely gathered for prayer
and worship to take a break
from the stresses of the week.
They quickly came up with the
present title and, after forming
a band, they received a spot on
the Spiritual Life’s ministry
council. Numbers grew and
the party livened. Eventually,
leadership was in order.
The group was, and
still is, led by members of the
band and one representative.
Each position gets handed
down to the person of his or'
her choice when the original
member wants or needs to
leave. For example, junior
Matthew Pollock, lead guitar
and back up singer, received
his position from a former

member. Violinist Alyssa
Hayes is the only remaining
member from last year. Other
members include senior Mark

representative is Christina
Sarminto.
Though the ministry is
led by seven people, not much

agenda.
“It’s
mostly
improvising or whatever the
Spirit is leading us to do,”

Matt Pollock on guitar and Chad Lee on keyboards lead praise and worship during a
Monday night Party with Jesus service in the Warming House. Chris Gibson/Staff
Trembly on the bass, Chad
Lee on keyboard and Jonathon
Nance as lead singer and back
up guitar. Levi Holland plays
the drums, and the group

planning is involved. Pollock
and Nance meet nearly two
hours before people arrive to
work out which songs will be
played and discuss a possible

Nance said. “It’s setting aside
a Monday night to get ‘food
for the week’. To set aside
everything else that is going
on and experience God though

prayer and singing.”
He expresses that he
doesn’t want students to come
and just be entertained by some
“musicians.” Instead students
can use the time to “meet with
God and prepare for the week
ahead.”
Sarminto personally
enjoys the freedom and
atmosphere that the “party”
offers ONU students as
alternative worship.
“It is a place for people
to come and worship freely
without any limits,” she said.
Sarminto hopes that
as more students choose to
attend the “Party With Jesus”
services, that the daily lives of
those who attend will become
so evident of God that the
entire Olivet community will
be affected.
Freshman
Ashley
Catapano, a regular attendee
of this gathering, understands
the personal responsibility
every student has to keep the
“party” alive.
“Maybe I’m not a
leader in this ministry, but my
attendance along with others
can assure that ‘Party with
Jesus’, will definitely be more
than a seven-year tradition,”
she said.

Saying goodbye to “The Worrier’'
One Olivet student shares encouragement from Philippians fo r fellow worriers

By Amanda Shelley_______
Spiritual Life writer
I came back to my
apartment one day to find a
cartoon that my roommate
had left for me lying on my
computer keyboard. It was
of two women looking at
sculptures of a man and a

woman. In front of the man
it was labeled “The Thinker.”
In front of the woman was
a similar sign that said “The
Worrier.” One of the women
was saying to her friend, “I
guess it just depends on which
one is doing it.”
I’ll admit it, I laughed.
It’s a well-known fact among
my friends and family that
I worry about ... well,
everything. Mostly because
I think too much for my own
good.
Early last week, I found
myself constantly anxious
about my life. I had turned in
an application to the Focus on
the Family Institute, a study
abroad program in Colorado
Springs, and was waiting for
a response. I couldn’t really
plan for the spring semester
or next summer until I knew
whether or not I was spending a

semester in Colorado Springs.
On top of that, I was feeling
overwhelmed with classes,
extracurricular activities and
other personal affairs. ‘
I sat down to do my

"It was only once
I co u ld ... listen
to Him that I was
ready to see His
plan for me start to
unfold."
» AMANDA SHELLEY

devotions on a Monday night,
and found myself reading
some familiar verses. The
verses had been popping up
randomly for the previous two
weeks, but I’d done far too

well at ignoring them. For
some reason that night I felt
extremely convicted to stop
right then and do exactly what
they were telling me to do.
The verses
were
Philippians 4:6-7: “Do not be
anxious about anything, but
in everything, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God.
And the peace of God that
transcends all understanding
will guard your hearts and
minds in Christ Jesus.”
Okay God, here goes, I
thought as I took a deep breath
and closed my eyes.
And then I proceeded
to list all of the things weighing
down my heart. Then I simply
thanked him for being a God
who knows everything and for
sending his Son to die for me.
The minute I opened
my eyes, I felt an incredible

sense of serenity. I sat there
wondering what had taken me
so long to let go of my way of
thinking that I could do it all
on my own and even just tell
God what was worrying me.
Sure he already knew, but he
wanted to hear it from my
heart. For the next few days,
I held onto that feeling with all
my might.
Two days later, I got a
phone call informing me that I
had been accepted to the Focus
on the Family Institute for the
spring semester. Coincidence?
I don’t think so. God had been
preparing me all along. All
he wanted was for me to stop
being “The Worrier.” It was
only once I could realize that
and listen to him that I was
ready to see his plan for me
start to unfold.
And he’s just getting
started.

SPIRITUAL LIFE
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What is Olivet thankful for?
As Thanksgiving break approaches, Olivet students share what they will be giving thanks for this year
"Friends and fam
ily - they get me
through things I
wouldn't be able
to do without
them."

My parents, basi
cally because I'd
be pretty screwed
up if I didn't have
heir influence in
y life."

:

» LYNDON MATSON

»JON HALL

SENIOR

IUNIOR

I'm thankful for
od's blessings in
y life, such as my
ealth and providng for my every
day needs -- and
all my Olivet bud
dies."

I'm grateful for
he joy I have in my
ife. This semeser has been very
umbling,and God
as just shown me
a lot of things that
could be negative - but instead filling
my life with joy."

"I am thankful for
the opportunity
to go to B razil...
and how God has
opened doors to
make that pos
sible."

>DARRIN HARPER

»EMILY ROSNER

»SUSAN SHAND

SENIOR

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

Having to “pencil in” time with God
By Anonymous
Spiritual Life writer
Imagine with me for a

moment the following image:
an average college student
wakes up in the morning.

With a strict agenda for the next. Does it seem, however,
day, our imaginary student that God is consistently being
goes to classes and meetings pushed off ‘til tomorrow?
What if, for once, we
and fulfills all of the social
and academic obligations that stopped to ask God when He
bog down his or her agenda. wanted to talk to us, rather
Now, as the day wears on, than stubbornly, and quite
exhaustion sets in. The day naively, informing God when
turns to night, and as the rest we would have the time to fit
of the outside world settles in him in? I would be a hypocrite
for bed, Student (as he or she
will be known) is settling in "Spend a few mo
at a desk upon which sits an
incredible pile of homework. ments appreciat
A few hours (and pots of coffee ing the day given
later) Student finally decides
to you and take
to settle in for the night - that
is, of course, if you consider a little extra time
settling in crashing on top
to appreciate the
of books and the next day’s
hurriedly scribbled “To-Do” small blessings
list.
within each one of
Sound familiar?
/#
If this description these days.'
does not fit you I can almost
guarantee it fits someone
close to you, whether it is a if I pretended that I was not as
roommate, friend or significant guilty of this as the next busy
other. We all know someone student. However, I wonder if
that fills his or her day with this it’s time that we, as a campus,
folly of clutter. This scenario collectively make the effort
begs one question, though. to quit squeezing God into
Where has God been penciled our tight, controlled, hectic
schedules and started listening
in to this busy schedule?
I believe that most of for Him on His time.
It is easy to forget
us are guilty of the “penciling
in” of God into our crazy that the plans we think we are
schedules. Day in and day out, in control of can be quickly
we cross off our lists and check swept away, and all we think
off our “To-Do’s” and push the to have in order can change.
list of things that couldn’t be Which, then, would be more
completed in one day off to the valuable? The day that was

hectic, yet productive, packed
to the max with commitments,
or the day spent glorifing God
in prayer and duty.
Now, as we find
ourselves in the final stretch of
the fall semester I write to you
a challenge. Starting today,
throw out the schedule. While
maintaining and fulfilling your
obligations as a student, do not
commit yourselves to a day or
a schedule that requires you to
pencil in time with God. Spend
a few moments appreciating
the day given to you and take
a little extra time to appreciate
the small blessings within each
one of these days.
Ask God to go with
you as you fulfill your duties
and obey when he slows you
down. He has blessed us each
immensely with talents and
opportunities; however, what
kind of appreciation are we
showing for such gifts if they
take His place in our lives?
So,
“Student,”
whoever you may be, begin
tomorrow in prayer and
meditation. Find peace and
contentment in the moments
you are able to spend with
your Heavenly Father. Slow
down, take a breath and enjoy
the life, and opportunities He
has given you.
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Extramural opportunities expand
By Hannah Witt
Sports writer
After implementing
an extramural men’s basket
ball team last spring, the ex
tramural program at Olivet
has continued to grow by add
ing a men’s flag-football team
and a women’s club volleyball
squad.
This year, there has
been a high demand for more
extramural teams as students
want to participate on a team
but do not necessarily have the
chance to play on the varsity
level.
Currently, extramu
ral programs consist of men’s
basketball and men’s flag-foot
ball. The club sports include
both men’s and women’s vol
leyball.
The difference in an
extramural team and a club
team is that extramural teams
play the majority of their
games in tournaments against
other schools, which makes
them different from intramu
ral teams which is competi
tion solely inside the school.
Club sports also play in tour
naments, but they belong to
a conference where they play
against other schools.
The men’s club vol
leyball team has been around
for about 16 years and is very
successful. The women’s club

volleyball team was added this
year, and hopes are high that it
will follow in the men’s foot
steps.
Women’s club vol
leyball coach Cynthia Rucker
said, “This is the first time
ONU has had a women’s club
volleyball team, so things are
touch and go right now. There
are plenty of talented girls that
are willing to play, so I think it
will be an interesting season.”
Tryouts were hosted
for the team Nov. 14. About 50
girls tried out, but only 14 will
be chosen for the final roster.
' ‘The girls trying out
seem talented so I don’t think
it will be hard training them. I
can’t say what the hardest part
will be because this is new for
all of us. The entire season
will be a learning experience,’^
Rucker said.
The men’s extramural
flag-football team is also in
its first year and is planning to
travel to Iowa, where they will
play in a tournament in De
cember.
“This is our first year
for a men’s extramural flagfootball team, but they wanted
to get it started and are paying
their own way to the tourna
ment in Iowa. I think they
will do pretty well,” said Bob
Kring, director of campus rec
reation.
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Almost 50 Olivet women tried out for 14 spots on a new club volleyball team on Nov.
14. A club flag football team was also added this fall. Chris Gibson/Staff
The men’s extramural
basketball team is preparing to
get started as well. Last year
the team did very well, as they
won the regional tournament
and then went on to nationals
at Georgia Tech.
Olivet is a member of
the National Intramural Rec
reational Sports Association,

which consists of more than
1,200 universities and colleg
es.
Kring believes that
intramurals, extramurals and
club sports are important to
the campus.
“These things help to
create a pride on campus as
well as excitement. It gives

students opportunities to see
their friends compete and it
also brings other schools to
the campus that may have
never got here,” said Kring. “It
also helps to teach discipline
not only on the court but also
scholastically.”

Volleyball wins CCA C Netherton’s

By Caleb Benoit
Sports writer

appearance will be a disap really found their stride until
pointment, though. The Ti the CCAC Tournament semifi
A quick glace at the gers have won nine matches in nals.
Tigers’ 30-13 record shows a a row and 21 of their last 25
The Tigers finally put
team that has had much success after a first-half schedule that all aspects of their game to
this year, especially when you featured many of the top teams gether, dominating St. Fran
consider NAIA No. 19 Olivet in the country.
cis for two games and battling
wrapped up its fifth Chicago
In fact, of the team’s back in the third to advance to
Collegiate Conference Cham 13 losses, 11 have come against face Trinity International, the
pionship in six years earlier teams that have received votes team that ousted them from
this season.
in the latest NAIA Top 25 poll the tournament in 2004.
But a closer look re or were receiving votes at the
Olivet then got dou
veals an ever more accom time. Meanwhile, as a part of ble-digit kills from Emily
plished team that is primed their current nine-match win Lindquist, Michelle McFadto make a run in the NAIA streak, the Tigers topped St. den, Chelsie Rountree and
postseason, beginning with the Mary (Neb.), then NAIA No. Amber McKean — a common
NAIA Region VII Tournament 6, in five games.
theme — en route to a threestarting this weekend. The Ti
game
victory, the Tigers’ third
“When we went to
gers will face the winner of St. Nebraska and beat thé No. 6 over Trinity International this
Francis (Ill.)AVadorf (Iowa) team in the country then took season.
Friday at 6 p.m. at McHie Are the No. 8 team (Columbia
The Tigers have made
na.
(Mo.)) to five games, we knew two National Tournament ap
Should Olivet advance we were turning it around. Our pearances since 2001.
***
to the Region VII final, it will confidence showed up. And
likely face Trinity Interna now we have that confidence
Junior setter Megan
tional (111.), a team the Tigers going into regionals, know Gullickson became the first
topped Saturday for their sec ing we’ve played teams just as Olivet player to ever be named
ond CCAC Tournament Cham good or better,” Williams said. the NAIA National Setter of
pionship in three years.
Even in the midst of the Week for the week of Nov.
Anything less than a such a great streak, it seemed 7.
NAIA National Tournament as though the Tigers hadn’t
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SPECIALIZING
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• Semi & Fleet Painting
2081 W. Station St.
Kankakee, Illinois 60901
815-933-4191

933-4774 (Fax)

Visit us at NethertonsBodyShop.com!
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Tigers gunned down in Run & Gun
SPORTS
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Women’s basketball splits two games as
they play host to Run & Gun Classic
EMKMS&

By Jimmy Street
Sports editor
The women’s basket
ball team (1-3) took advan
tage of its chance to beat last
season’s No. 1 scoring offense
when they hosted the Run &
Gun Classic the weekend of
Nov. 11-12. They defeated
Berea (Ky.) (0-2) 112-72, but
fell to No. 8 Georgetown (Ky.)
(2-0) in the second game 88105.
Last season, Olivet
was second to Berea in scoring
in the nation, and the Tigers
found themselves trailing by
eight at the half of the open
ing game. However, in the sec
ond half alone, Olivet scored
enough points to trump Berea’s
total for the entire game.
“By hitting a few lay
ups early in the second half,
we were then able to get into
our press more effectively,
force more turnovers, and re
gain the momentum,” Head
Coach Doug Porter said.
In that first half, vis
iting Berea shot a remarkable
44 percent from 3-point range,
while Olivet struggled to find a
shooting rhythm.
However, a different
team emerged from Porter’s

locker room after the half, and
the Tigers caught fire, outscoring the visitors 78-30 in the
last 20 minutes of the contest.
In that second half,
Olivet shot 65 percent from
the field and held Berea to 25
percent shooting. The visitors
also went cold from beyond
the arc, shooting only 17 per
cent.
Junior Kellie Mullin
and sophomore Hilary Disch
led the Tigers in scoring with
20 points apiece.
No. 8 Georgetown de
feated Bethel (Ind.) 76-57 on
Friday night to earn the right
to face Olivet on Saturday, and
the visiting Tigers proved to
be a bit too strong for the host
team.
In the Tigers’ offense,
fast-break points and pressure
defense fuel success, but in
Saturday’s game, Georgetown
made a habit of breaking the
Tigers’ press and outscored
Olivet 51-4 on fast breaks.
“We will always give
up more fast-break lay-ups
than our opponents because of
our defensive scheme, but we
try to counter that by forcing
turnovers with our press,” Por
ter said.
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Ashley Rumphs battles in the paint against Berea players during the Run & Gun Clas
sic at McHie Arena on Nov. 11. The Tigers defeated Berea 112-72. Chris Gibson/Staff
Georgetown also outrebounded the Tigers by a con
vincing margin of 59-34.
Courtney Hehn led the
Tigers with 12 points. Mullin
and Disch each contributed
11.
“A top 10 team like

Georgetown exposes your
weaknesses and shows you ar
eas where you must improve.
The learning curve is pretty
steep, and we will have to
climb hard over the next few
weeks,” Porter said.
The team will travel

to Nashville this weekend
where they will be a part of the
State Farm Classic at Trevecca
Nazarene University. In the
first game, the Tigers will face
Fresno Pacific (Calif.) and
then on Saturday, the Tigers
will battle Trevecca.

No. 14 St. Ambrose stings Olivet
Tigers drop regular season finale,
now look to finish strong in Victory Bowl
By Caleb Benoit
Sports writer
Four of Olivet’s oppo
nents finished the regular sea

son ranked inside the NAIA
Top 25 poll, but the Tigers
were unable to move past the
last one, No. 14 St. Ambrose
577William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1866
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(Iowa), falling 34-10 in Dav
enport Saturday.
“There was not really
one thing that stood out. We
just didn’t play real well,” of
fensive coordinator Ben An
derson said. “They methodi
cally marched down the field
and took advantage of their
scoring opportunities, and. we
couldn’t effectively move the
ball”
Olivet (5-6,3-4) struck
first as Joey Brewer hauled in
a 21-yard touchdown strike
from Joe Boseo.
But St. Ambrose an
swered, scoring on four of its
next five possessions and car
rying a 24-10 lead into half
time.
The Tiger defense then
forced St. Ambrose to punt
three times to start the half.
One, however, was fumbled,
and the third started an Olivet
drive that ended abruptly with
an 11-yard interception return
for a touchdown.
Olivet wasn’t able to
get much going on the ground,
averaging just over two yards
per carry in its 27 attempts.
St. Ambrose (8-2, 5-2), on
the other hand, racked up 142

yards on the ground and fin
ished with 335 yards (to Oliv
et’s 176) of total offense.
Chris Bjorkland paced
the Tigers with six tackles. He
leads the team with 111 tack
les overall, ranking in the top
five in the entire Mid-States
Football Association.

Olivet owns two Vic
tory Bowl titles (1997 and
2004) while Northwestern has
one win (2000) in three ap
pearances.

***

Defensive back Joey
Lochner earned national rec
ognition for a three-intercep
***
tion performance in the Tigers’
In the final game of 34-28 upset of then-No. 5 St.
the season, the Tigers will host Xavier (111.) in Week Seven.
The senior from Up
Northwestern College (Minn.)
Saturday, Nov. 19 at 2:30 p.m. land, Ind., was named NAIAfor the 2005 NCCAA Victory football.net’s Defensive Player
of the Week after picking off
Bowl.
The two . schools met highly-touted Cougar quar
last year in St. Paul in the terback John Perryman three
same contest with Olivet tak times in the second half. All
three came inside the Tigers’
ing home a 24-14 victory.
Northwestern,
a 10-yard line, two of which
NCAA Division III school, were in the end zone. The final
finished the regular season 8- interception thwarted a poten
2 and undefeated in the Upper tial comeback drive with just
Midwest Atlantic Conference. over two minutes left in the
The Eagles have not finished fourth quarter.
The 6-foot, 175-pound
with a losing record since
free safety was also named the
1999.
Junior tailback Billy MSFA Defensive Player of the
Lawrence will be gunning for Week in the Midwest League.
An NAIA All-Ameri
the 1,000-yard plateau. He
currently has 900 yards and 12 can Honorable Mention last
touchdowns in 11 games. He year, Lochner ranks fourth on
finished with 872 yards in 12 the team with 65 tackles.
games a year ago.
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The
French
principles of secularization
and nationalism have failed
to integrate' French Arabs
and North Africans of
strong cultural and religious
backgrounds. Many extremists
have called for Muslim youth
to declare loyalty only to
Islam and to refuse to obey the
rules of what they consider to
be the godless tyrants of the
French Republic. What is the
solution to these quandaries?
The ahswer is not to be found
in the actions of the frustrated
group of French youth, but in
the ways by which the French
government can alleviate the
social and economic alienation
of Paris’ new “les misérables.”
Socially, the French
government must change
its principles of intense
secularization.
Pluralist
societies — or societies of
diverse faiths and ethnicities
— must encourage the free
expression of religious beliefs
in the private and public arena.
It is impossible to dissect
the private arena of belief
from one’s sense of public
obligation. Those who believe
they are able to do so are
dishonest with themselves and
with the people they serve.
Economically, France
must discover a balanced
approach to remedying the
woes of a suffering welfare
state. The reformed economic
structure must be sensitive to
the international community
and to the people of France. A

STREET
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A student in the class
asked why I came to Olivet
if I did not want to follow the
rules. My response: when
I chose to.come to Olivet, I
chose to do so freely. I had
the opportunity to attend any
school in my home state of
Indiana without tuition due
to my father being a disabled
Navy veteran. However, I
chose Olivet because I agree
with the principles and the big
idea that the school stands for.
I am not upset that
the school has rules against
drinking, and I am not upset
we only have certain times
when we can have members of
the opposite sex in our living
quarters. What I do disagree
with is how students more
often than not back down from
the administration when they

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

mixed economy that utilizes
elements of an open market
and social incentives would
be an effective step toward
positive reform.

"Rebellion's blind
impulse is to de
mand order in the
midst of chaos,
and unity in the
very heart of the
ephemeral."
» ALBERT CAMUS
The
Frenchman
Albert Camus once wrote
that “rebellion is bom of the
spectacle of irrationality,
confronted with an unjust and
incomprehensible condition.
But its blind impulse is to
demand order in the midst of
chaos, and unity in the, very
heart of the ephemeral. It
protests, it demands, it insists
that the outrage be brought to
an end, and that what has up to
now been built upon shifting
sands should henceforth be
founded on rock.” Camus
illustrates the rebel in the midst
of an unjust existence that does
not make sense. The rebel
looks to change reality, hoping
justice and understanding
will be the results of his
monumental efforts.
It is important to realize
that the events continuing to
take place in France are not

tell us we can’t wear shorts to
class or have a body piercing,
for example.
One example of this
silent submissiveness comes
to mind. A couple of years ago
students considered boycotting
chapel. When Dr. Bowling
took the microphone and asked
the student body not to do
this, though, students quietly
backed down and canceled the
boycott.
Do not get me wrong
for one second. I have a very
high level of respect for Dr.
Bowling and I am glad to have
him as my university president.
But should we back down
from authority so quickly? In.
my opjpion, the answer is no.
I realize there are
certain rules which if changed,
might cause donors to threaten
withdrawing their financial
support; but do the alumni or
the student body keep Olivet
in existence?

the beginnings of a revolution.
These events are the angry
voice of an alienated people,
responding to a society’s
refusal to recognize the
conditions of their existence.
Their existence can never be
changed — human beings
cannot attain social, economic,
and
political
perfection.
However, the government
that represents them must be
sensitive to the pluralist nature
of Western society, and in turn,
responsive to the economic and
social conditions of the people
that the majority of France
considers to be the fringe.
Further discussion on
the French riots can be found
on the Capitol Hill Gang’s
website at:
www.pauserewindplay.com.
Responses to Forum
articles should be directed to:
ggforum @olivet, edu.

It took decades of
pressure from U.S. leaders like
Robert Kennedy during the
1960s along with later demands
from the United Nations and
international sports leagues to

"Do the youth's
ends justify the
means?"
»KT JOHNSON

condemn the Nationalist party,
advocating for
Mandela’s
release. However, would the
world have noticed had there
been no violence?
In Zimbabwe, does
the world know about dictator
Robert
Mugabe
robbing
elections and starving his
people? Or Kim Jung II,
starving his people in North
Korea? If there was an uprising
against these governments,
would we know more? How

much do we know about what
is occurring in France?
The world is not only
concerned for the government,
but also concerned about what
happened to cause this. Do
the youth’s ends justify their
means? Maybe not; maybe
now that the youth have the
world’s attention it is time to
"call it quits. They’ve reached
their goal. The world is
watching France and is ready
to take action to help.
Would Jesus agree
with the violence? I don’t
think so. He would wonder
what took us so long to notice
the steep unemployment rate
and obvious discrimination
that the government has been
committing. It is up to us to
notice the poor, the oppressed
and suffering. These protests
should be taken as warning
.signs of what happens when
the discriminated are ignored.
It’s not just a call to Christians;
it is a call the world.

y More than a quarter of U.S. freshmen en
tering college strongly or somewhat believe
that "realistically, an individual can do little
to bring about changes in our society."
y More than one-fourth of all students
have attended a rally, vigil or protest.
y Only 19.7 percent of entering students
feel that "influencing the political structure"
is a very important or essential life goal.
Source: 2004 Higher Education Research Institute and the National Survey
ofStudent Engagement_______________

The answer? Their
funds may keep the school
running, but without the
student body, there is no school
to run.
As I said earlier, I
have a high level of respect
for the administration at Olivet
and love the school enough
to have stayed for four years.
My question is not about the
administration; my question is
about the students.
My question is, “Why
are we so quick to back down
when we disagree with certain
rules at Olivet?”
Whether the answer is
because of respect for authority
or fear, perhaps it is time
to re-evaluate our reason to
remain silent. Simply saying,
“Man, I really think this rule is
stupid,” isn’t enough to change
anything.
I am not trying to
spark a storm of rebellion, nor
am I trying to change rules by

writing this article. I am simply
trying to get you to think about
this issue of silence.
Up and down the
timeline of the world, nothing
has ever changed or been
improved by people simply
sitting around in silence.
The world has evolved and
revolutionized because people

debate and develop various
ideas. The rules at Olivet
are worthy of debate for the
purpose of developing the
institution into a better place.
Next time you disagree
with an idea evaluate why you
are reluctant to speak up if you
chose not to use your voice. Is
it because of fear or respect?
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Changing the world...
One protest at a time
By Wesley D. Hall
Forum writer

It all started nearly
three weeks ago. While visiting
Parisian suburb Argenteuil,
French Minister of the Interior,
Nicolas Sarkozy, called for
crime-ridden neighborhoods
to be “cleaned with a power
hose,” naming violent youth the
“gangrene” of outer Parisian
suburbs. Two days later, twoboys, allegedly running from
policemen, were electrocuted
in an electrical sub-station
near the outskirts of Paris. The
death of the two boys sparked
an outrage among the people
of Clichy-sous-Bois, inciting
car burnings, nightly riots and
brutality.
The
riots
spread
throughout France, stretched
into other parts of Western
Europeandignited international
speculation. Many different
questions arose, tantalizing the
minds of intrigued observers:
is this a sign of the next
French Revolution? Or must
the government make specific
changes in order to prevent
further rioting?
Many
speculations
regarding the problems of
the past three weeks arise
from a handful of different
causal factors. Some argue
the riots are the. work of

Islamic insurrectionists, bent
on conditioning the minds
of young French Arabs and
North Africans to reject
French . Nationalism
for
singular devotion to Jihad.
Others argue that the stifling
of religious freedom and
expression provoked by a
secular government is the
central cause. Still others
argue that the reluctance of
the government to reform
the social welfare state has
dampened
entrepreneurial
creativity, resulting in higher
unemployment, apathy and
poor living conditions. This
dampening has created the
lust for a different life in the
suburbs of Paris.
Every one of these
explanations holds some
element of truth. There is no
doubt that the death of the
two boys catalyzed the ill
will of poor, Arab youth who
practice the Muslim faith.
The French Welfare state
continues to deteriorate as
the international community
solidifies a less restrictive free
trade environment.
See HALL PAGE 11
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Break the silence When will we take notice?
By Jimmy Street
Forum writer
The pages of history
books are littered with
accounts of revolutions. More
than once, twice, even one
hundred times, factions and
whole societies have risen up to
spark revolutions because they
do not agree with something
that is taking place in their
environment.
The opposite of these
ignited revolutions are stifled
disagreements, times when
despite strong opposition with
authority, these same segments
of society do not rise up. It is
this silence that I question and
debate. It is a debate worthy of
our thoughts; a debate which
took place in one of my classes
a few weeks ago.
•My professor ignited
the discussion when she spoke
of her experiences teaching at
a state university. She recalled
times when a good persuasive
speech would convince a class
full of students efficiently
enough to cause a protest on
campus.

By KT Johnson
After she told us about
those situations, she then asked
the class why we think protests
rarely, if ever, take place on our
campus. And then, the debate
began.
Some members of the
class attributed the silence to
a level of respect for authority
and the fact that when we chose
Olivet, we also chose the rules
that go along with attending
this university.
I immediately had a
difference of opinion.
In my opinion the
reason Olivet students do not
protest or speak out against
some rules - which often seem
so miniscule and irrelevant
- is because of a fear ,of the
consequences that could come
along with a protest. Respect
for figures of authority is not
a contributing factor to the
silence.

See STREET) PAGE 11

Forum writer

the Sons of Liberty performed
small acts of violence and
posted propaganda. During the
Women’s Rights movement,
protesting
for
women’s
suffrage via parades and “soap
boxes” helped lead to the
19th Amendment. The civil

When I first read
about the riots in France, I
was a bit confused. I mean,
this is France, a world power. I
thought the French Revolution
was over. However, as I
continued to read articles
covering the subject from "Has the form of
around the world, I thought to
protest gone too
myself, “long time coming.”
Over
many years, far?"
racial oppression, especially of
Muslims and North Africans, »K T JOHNSON
has escalated in France. It has
caused economic depression,
high unemployment rates and
“random” police checks of rights movement depended on
Africans’ IDs. Two French- protesting led by organizations
African
teenagers
were like the National Association
accidentally electrocuted while for the Advancement of
avoiding the random checks, Colored People, cases like
the incident believed to'initiate Brown v. Board o f Education,
the riots. If accidental, why and individuals like Rosa Parks
are cars being burned and one and Martin Luther King Jr.
human life taken? Has the During the movement against
South Africa’s apartheid, the
form of protest gone too far?
America
is
very release of prisoners such as
familiar with protest. It got Nelson Mandela and Walter
us into a lot of trouble before Sislu was dependent on the
the Revolutionary War when protesting of the African

people and the attention from
the rest of the world.
So does history justify
the violence happening in
France? That is up to the
reader to decide. However,
prior to these days of violence,
did the world notice the
unemployment, the obvious
discrimination and the hurt
that the young people of
France having been dealing
with for years? The world paid
little attention to the African
National Congress (a nonracial
party who fought against
apartheid with leader Nelson
Mandela) until the organization
had committed small acts of
sabotage and threatened to use
guerilla warfare. There was
only one other time the UN
paid attention to South Africa:
when another organization,
the Pan-African Congress, and
governmental police fought,
resulting in the killing of PAC
members.
See JOHNSON) PAGE 11

